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In the past, the general view of China has often been that of a country which 
existed for many centuries without change, free from all influence from 
foreign ideas. However, the study of China has shown that nothing could be 
further from the truth than this idea. In the long course of its histOlY, China 
has undergone many foreign influences and continues to experience them 
even today. These influences have manifested themselves in many different 
fields. In that of religion, one can name six foreign faiths, all of which entered 
China during the first millennium of our era: Buddhism, Mazdaism, 
Manichaeism, Nestorianism, Islam, andJudaism. Of all these foreign religions, 
none has been more successful than Buddhism. There is no doubt that 
Buddhism existed already in China in the first century AD. During its almost 
2,OOO-year-Iong history there, Buddhism exerted a great influence on many 
different aspects of Chinese life .  In the view of one of the leading scholars 
in the field of Chinese Buddhism, Paul Demieville, Buddhism dominated 
Chinese philosophical thought from the fourth to the tenth century. During 
that period, it is in Buddhism that the key to all creative thought is to be found, 
whether such thought was inspired by Buddhist ideas, or, on the contrary, 
directed against them.' Not less important, perhaps, is the contribution Bud­
dhism has made to Chinese art. The cave-temples ofYun-kang and Lung-men 
are a lasting testimony to the great period of Chinese Buddhist sculpture. In 
many other fields, too, the influence of Buddhism has been of great signifi­
cance for Chinese culture. In order to understand the role played by Buddhism 
in China is necessary first to understand how Buddhism came there. 
Buddhism is the oldest of the three universal religions. It arose more than 
four centuries before Christianity, and more than ten before Islam. These 
three religions have some very important characteristics in common. They all 
go back to a founder whose life and actions were piously recorded by his 
followers. In the second place, all are universal religions. Their message is 
directed to everybody, without distinction of race or social status. Finally, 
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they all possess sacred scriptures which contain their fundamental teachings. 
There is, however, a great difference between these religions in the way in 
which they spread from their original homeland to other countries and 
peoples. The propagation of Christianity and Islam was often associated with 
military conquest or commercial expansion. The spread of Buddhism, on the 
contraty, was mainly due to individual missionaries who were without any 
support from worldly powers. The main concern of these missionaries was 
to bring the message of the Buddha, as laid down in the sacred writings, to 
other peoples in order to deliver them from the sufferings of sarrzsara, or 
transmigration. These sacred scriptures of the Buddhists are vety voluminous.  
They do not consist of a single volume like the Bible or the Koran. Both the 
Christians and the Moslems soon codified their scriptures into a canon. In 
Buddhism, however, only some of the older schools have established, in the 
course of time, a collection of texts with the status of a canon, and from only 
one of them, the school of the Sthaviras, the elders, has a complete canon 
been preserved. This collection contains, in its latest edition, no less than 
forty volumes2 However, the later Buddhism schools never arrived at 
establishing a well defined canon. 
As I have already mentioned, Buddhism is the oldest of the universal 
religions. Never before in the history of mankind had it been so expressly 
stated that a doctrine was to be taught to everybody capable of understanding 
it. According to the Buddhist tradition, as soon as the Buddha had obtained 
a small number of followers he addressed them with the following words: 
o monks, I have been delivered from all bonds both divine and human. 
Monks, you are delivered from all bonds both divine and human. 0 monks, 
you must lead the religious life for the advantage of many people, for the 
happiness of many people, out of compassion for the world, for the benefit, 
the advantage and the happiness of Gods and men. Let not two go together. 
Monks, teach the doctrine which is good at the beginning, good at the 
middle, good at the end, in the spirit and in the letter. Proclaim the pure 
conduct, complete in its entirety and purified. There are human beings who 
by nature have few passions. Through not hearing the doctrines they will 
perish. They will be the ones who will understand the doctrine.3 
During the forty-five years which elapsed after the illumination of the 
Buddha until his Niruat}a, he himself untiringly taught the doctrine. When he 
was at the point of entering into Niruat}a, he said to his cherished disciple, 
Ananda: "0 Ananda, I have taught the doctrine without making any distinc­
tion between esoteric and exoteric."4 With these words the Buddha stressed 
the fact that the doctrine had been taught by him in its entirety. The Buddha 
told Ananda that from now on the doctrine itself, the Dharma, was to be the 
only refuge for the followers of Buddha.s 
After the Buddha's Niruat}a, his disciples continued the work of propagating 
the doctrine. More than a century after the NirvatJa of the Buddha, in the 
middle of the third century Be, Buddhism was actively fostered by King Asoka 
whose realm occupied almost the entire Indian sub-continent. From a 
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doctrine known only to a few people in a small region, the present-day Bihar, 
Buddhism had become one of the major religions of India. Of particular 
importance for the expansion of Buddhism outside India is the fact that in 
the third, second, and first centuries BC, north-western India became a more 
and more important centre of Buddhism. The north-west has always played 
a significant part in ancient Indian history. From Alexander the Great, foreign 
invaders have always penetrated India through the passes in north-western 
India. On the other hand, it was by this same route that Indian culture was 
able to spread its influence to Central Asia and to China. It is from the north­
west, from Kashmir and Afghanistan, that Buddhism penetrated into Central 
Asia and from there into China. The earliest testimony concerning the exist­
ence of Buddhism in China dates from the year 65 AD6 It is very likely that 
Buddhism had already penetrated into China by the first half of the first 
century AD. 
The first Buddhist missionaries did not come from far away India but from 
countries situated both west and east of the Pamir. The most important centre 
of Buddhism west of the Pamir was the country of the great yueh-chih. From 
here Buddhism spread east to Parthia and north to Sogdiana. To the east of 
the Pamir is the Tarim basin, bordered to the north by the T'ien-shan and to 
the south by the K'un-Iun ranges. This country, which today is called East 
Turkestan, or Chinese Turkestan, has been the meeting place of the cultures 
of India and China. It is for this reason that the great discoverer, Sir Aurel 
Stein, gave the name Serindia to Chinese Turkestan. In this region existed a 
series of small states which played a great role in the transmission of Bud­
dhism from India to China. These states are to be found in the northern and 
the southern parts of the Tarim basin. Through these northern and southern 
states led the two main routes which connected north-western India and 
China. The southern route passed, travelling from west to east, through the 
states of Kashgar, Yarkand, Khotan, Lou-Ian, and finally ended at Tun-huang 
in the extreme north-west of China. The northern route passed through Aksu, 
Kucha, Karashar, and Turfan and also ended at Tun-huang. It is in the old 
remains along these routes that very important discoveries have been made 
between the end of the nineteenth century and World War 1. Scholars from 
Russia, England, Germany, Japan, and France discovered many Buddhist 
sites. Excavations brought to light the remains of Buddhist buildings in which 
many pieces of sculpture, wall paintings, and other works of art inspired by 
Buddhism were found. Above all, and of the greatest importance, were the 
great quantities of manuscripts found in several places. The great majority of 
these manuscripts were Buddhist texts written in various languages and 
different scripts. Many were written in Sanskrit or other Indian languages or 
in Chinese, but some were written in languages almost entirely or entirely 
unknown at the time of their discovelY: Iranian languages such as Sogdian 
and Khotanese, and two languages of undetermined affiliation. In 1908 it was 
shown that these two languages belonged to the Indo-European family 7 
Some scholars thought that they were the languages of the Tokharians who 
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are known to us from Greek sources as the inhabitants of ancient Bactria . For 
this reason these languages were called Tokharian A and Tokharian B, or 
West Tokharian and East Tokharian. Other scholars, however, have objected 
to the name Tokharian being given to these languages. They proved that the 
so-called Tokharian A was the indigenous language of Karashar, of which the 
old name is Agni; and that Tokharian B was the indigenous language of 
Kucha. They therefore proposed naming these languages Agnean and 
Kuchean. 
The discovery of all these manuscripts opened up new fields of research 
for linguistic and Buddhist studies. They were also of great consequence­
which is our concern here-for the history of Buddhism in China. It was 
already known from Chinese sources that missionaries had come from the 
countries west and east of the Pamir, countries collectively called the 'West­
ern Regions' by the Chinese. Chinese Buddhists had also travelled to these 
regions. With these discoveries, however, concrete evidence of the importance 
of Buddhism in this part of the world has, for the first time, become 
available. As a result, there is today a plethora of material on the history of 
Buddhism in Central Asia.8 It is to be hoped that in the future a scholar will 
write a comprehensive and up-to-date book on Central Asian Buddhism. At 
present the most detailed work in this field is a Japanese work published 
in 1914 9 Although it contains much information, it is, of course, not up to 
date, and in the second place, it does not contain a critical examination of 
the traditions found in the different sources. Few expeditions by Western 
scholars have been undertaken since World War 110 but the publication of 
the material already obtained continues and, if every document is to be 
studied in detail, will continue for quite some time. However, new material 
has been brought to light in a number of other areas. Very important results 
have been obtained by the excavations undertaken by the French in 
Afghanistan.ll Also in more recent years, Russian scholars have been very 
actively digging in the Soviet Republics north of Iran, Afghanistan, and East 
Turkestan. 12 New discoveries can be expected at almost every moment. 
Nevertheless, if one takes into account the dates of the documents already 
obtained from Central Asia, it is not to be expected that much information 
will be forthcoming from this source concerning the period extending 
roughly from the beginning of our era to about 400 AD. Most of the docu­
ments are of a later date. There are certainly some that go back to this period 
but they are almost entirely of a secular nature and do not give any inform­
ation about Buddhism in Central Asia. For this reason we are still forced to 
rely mainly on Chinese sources. 
These sources give much information about the first four centuries, but 
one must not forget the fact that most of them belong to a later period and 
the information which they contain has to be sifted critically before it can be 
used for the reconstruction of the history of Buddhism in Central Asia. One 
thing, however, is quite obvious. The main source from which Chinese 
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Buddhism was nourished in the first centuries of its existence was Central 
Asia. According to a Chinese tradition, in the year 2 Be a Chinese named Ch'in 
Ching-hsien � � 1I was orally taught Buddhist sutras by the envoy of the 
Prince of the Great Yiieh-chih, I Ts'un W;ff- . 1 3  Modern scholars reject this 
story as apocryphal. The interesting point in it, however, is the fact that it 
refers to the explanation of Buddhist scaras. As already remarked, Buddhism 
was brought to China by missionaries who came there as individuals. They 
went to China in the first place with the intention of explaining and preaching 
the Buddhist sCUras. In the propagation of Buddhism, the main stress was 
always put on the Buddhist scriptures. Of course, Buddhism contains many 
more elements than its sacred writings. Buddhism, as a religion, implies an 
organisation of monks, the building of monasteries and stu pas, the making 
of sculptures of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, and the performance of rites and 
practices. The sacred texts are, however, the conditio sine qua non for the 
existence of Buddhism. Buddhism in China depended, above all, on a know­
ledge of the sacred scriptures. 
Although it is probably not an historical fact that the envoy of the Prince 
of the Yiieh-chih was the first to bring the word of the Buddha to China, there 
is no doubt that in the early period of Chinese Buddhism it was mainly the 
missionaries from the Western Regions who were responsible for the spread 
of Buddhism to China. In his studies on Buddhism and the Western Regions, 
Liang Ch'i-ch'ao has brought together information from Chinese biographies 
of Buddhist monks concerning the origin of the monks who came to China 
in the first period of Chinese Buddhism up to the end of the period of the 
three kingdoms in 265 AD. 14 It is evident from his lists that the great majority 
of foreign monks came from the Western Regions. In the following period, 
from 265 till the end of the (Liu) Sung dynasty in 479, most of the monks came 
from Kashmir in north-western India. It is only in the period from 479 till the 
end of the Sui dynasty in 618 that most are found to have come from the sub­
continent as a whole. 
Chinese sources do not tell us only about foreign monks who came to 
China in order to spread the doctrine, but also about Chinese pilgrims who 
went to the Buddhist countries. Their motives were different: some went 
there to search for the sacred books; others hoped to be instructed in the 
sacred doctrine by monks in India; others again wanted to see the sacred 
places of Buddhism; some, finally, went to foreign countries in order to invite 
famous teachers to come to China.15  Of all these motives, the most important 
seems to have been the first, the desire to obtain the sacred texts. According 
to the Chinese sources, in the early period the Chinese pilgrims mainly went 
to the Western Regions. The first Chinese pilgrim whose name is recorded 
is Chu Shih-hsing *±rr, who in 260 AD travelled to Khotan in the southern 
part of the Tarim basin. 16 His example was followed by others. For the period 
until the middle of the fifth century, Chinese sources already mention many 
names of pilgrims who undertook long and arduous voyages. 17 In the 
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beginning most of them went to the Western Regions but gradually they 
extended their travels to Kashmir, a famous centre of Buddhism. The first 
pilgrim who seems to have gone further is the famous Fa-hsien 1!M. In 399 
AD, when he was almost sixty years old, he left the capital, Ch'ang-an, and 
went via Tun-huang by the southern route to India. He stayed three years in 
Patna. On his return journey by ship, he visited Ceylon, where he remained 
for two years, and Java, where he stayed for five months. In 413 he arrived 
in Nanking after an absence of fourteen years from China. IS We cannot here 
mention the names of the many Chinese pilgrims who went to India after Fa­
hsien. I-ching � �, who at the end of the seventh century travelled by boat 
to India and Sumatra, at that time a famous centre of Buddhist studies, wrote 
a work in which he relates the voyages of sixty pilgrims during a period of 
only fifty years in the second half of the seventh century. 19 We must, however, 
name the most famous of all, Hsuan-tsang :tL.*, who left China in 629 and 
went to India by the northern route through Central Asia. He remained about 
twelve years in India and returned by way of Central Asia, this time by the 
southern route. He finally arrived back in 645 in Ch'ang-an where he was 
welcomed by a great crowd. 2 0 
When the Chinese first came into contact with Buddhism, Buddhist 
literature had already reached great proportions. As mentioned before, only 
some of the older schools had established a canonical collection of their 
sacred texts21 With the rise of the Mahayana, the Great Vehicle, Buddhist 
scriptures increased more and more, in both number and length, though 
without codification in one or more canonical collections. For the pious 
Buddhist, every Buddhist text was part of the Word of the Buddha, the 
Buddhavacanam. Only the learned monks were interested in knowing 
whether a certain text contradicted the tenets of the school to which he 
belonged. In some cases they even rejected a text as apocryphal. Needless 
to say, such doctrinal subtleties were of no concern to Chinese Buddhists in 
the early period. To them, every Buddhist text, coming from India, the 
country of the Buddha, was sacred. All texts brought to China were received 
with great respect. 
How did these Buddhist texts arrive in China' They were not always 
written texts. Some were brought from India and Central Asia by monks who 
had learned them by heart. One must not forget that in India sacred texts have 
always been handed down from master to pupil by oral tradition. The holy 
scriptures of India, the Veda, were transmitted orally for centuries before 
being committed to writing.22 Even today it is still possible to find in India 
pandits who are able to recite these texts from memory. The importance of 
the oral tradition is due to the fact that only the spoken word of the teacher 
possesses authority. Another reason is that written texts can be communicated 
to persons belonging to impure castes, who are not entitled to hear the sacred 
teachings. This did not apply to Buddhism, which made no distinction 
between pure and impure castes. Nevertheless, the sanctity of the spoken 
word among Buddhists, too, was such that for many centuries the sacred texts 
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were not committed to writing, although writing was certainly practised both 
by monks and nuns.2 3  Only in the more recent texts of the Mahayana schools 
writing is recommended but, it seems, only in order to facilitate the 
committing to memory of the sacred texts.24 In one of the most famous 
Mahayana sutras, the Lotus Sutra, great merit is promised to those who will 
write down the text. Immediately after proclaiming the merit of writing, the 
Bodhisattva Samantabhadra declares: "How much greater will be the mass of 
merit reaped by those who will preach and recite it, meditate and fix their 
mind on it. "25 
There is no doubt that in later times Buddhist texts were written in India 
on the leaves of palm trees and, mainly in north-western India, on the bark 
of birch trees. There is an interesting reference in a Buddhist text to ladies 
who at night were writing Buddhist texts on birch-bark with the help of ink 
and a writing-reed, called kalama after Greek kalamos26 However, from 
Chinese sources-there are no Indian sources which give any information on 
this point-one gains the impression that even in the first centuries AD the 
number of manuscripts available in India was still very limited. Most of the 
Buddhist manuscripts mentioned in this period by Chinese sources seem to 
have come from Central Asia. We have already noted that in 260 a Chinese 
Buddhist, Chu Shih-hsing, went to Khotan to obtain a Buddhist text. It is in 
the neighbourhood of this same place that the oldest Indian manuscript 
actually known has been found. This manuscript, written on birch-bark, dates 
probably from the second century AD.27 However, it is not impossible that in 
the earlier periods some manuscripts had already been brought from India 
itself to China. For instance, according to Chinese sources (admittedly of 
much later date) a manuscript was brought by an Indian monk to the Chinese 
capital, Lo-yang, about the middle of the second century28 Half a centUlY 
later a biography of the Buddha was translated into Chinese. The manuscript 
of the text translated is said to have come from Kapilavastu, the capital of the 
state of the Sakyas, where the father of the Buddha had reigned. 29 However, 
during this period the manuscripts generally came from Central Asia. Their 
number cannot have been very great. According to the sources available only 
one text, or at most a few, were brought at a time, although some of them 
were quite voluminous. It is not until the beginning of the fifth century that 
greater numbers of manuscripts are mentioned. Chih Fa-ling X f.t. M brought 
back from his voyages more than two hundred Mahayana sutras which he 
most probably had collected in Khotan. 3o It is only in the sixth century that 
reference is made to great masses of texts, or bundles, which were brought 
to China from India itself. They were called 'bundles' because they took the 
form of piles of palm leaves, or of writing material prepared from birch-bark, 
held together by a string passing through holes, one or sometimes two, 
pierced in the leaves. Each such bundle might consist of one or more texts, 
or if the text was very long, then of only part of it. The house of the Indian 
translator, Bodhiruci, who worked in the first half of the sixth centulY in Lo-
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of China, pp.62, 246. 
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31 See the references given by Sata Shingaku 
.f;£ JIi 11).ffi, "Hoku-Sei bukkyokai ni okeru 
bongo butten no jiishi" ::It.. {5j} � w. Ie to 
� 0 1t�� �CD �1iJ., Indogaku buk­
kyogaku kenkytt E!J it !$'H5Ub� IiJf 1'G 
12.1 (1964): 201, n.l. 
32 In 522 Hui-sheng �� and Sung-yOn 
*� brought back 170 works; cf. Ed. 
ChavanneE, "Voyage de Song Yun dans 
l'Udyana et Ie Gandhara (518--522 p.c.)," 
BEFEO 3 (1903): 379-80; James R. Ware, 
"Wei shou on Buddhism," p.163; Tsukamoto 
Zenryii, Gi-sho Shaku-Ro-shi no kenkytt, 
pp.270-2. In 556 Narendrayasas arrived in 
Yeh. At that time there were more than 
1,000 bundles ofIndian texts in the Tripi1aka 
Hall of the Tien-p'ing temple, cf. T 2060, 
432c 6, Ed. Chavannes, "Jinagupta," TP 6 
(1905): 349 51, n.l. In 581 Pao-hsien �� 
and others brought back 260 texts; cf Ed. 
Chavannes, ibid., p.346. Para martha arrived 
in 548 in Nanking with 340 bundles, cf. T 
2149, 266b 11-12; or with 240 bundles, cf. T 
2034, 8Sb 3. (According to the Hsu kao-seng 
chuan (T 2060, 430b 23-4), 240 is the 
number of bundles left untranslated by 
Paramartha. Ui supposes that 240 certainly 
refers to the number of bundles which he 
brought to China; cf. Ui Hakuju �#1B�, 
Indo tetsugaku kenkyil f:IJ it ti" * IiJf 1'G , 
vol.6 (Tokyo, 1930), ppA8--9.) 
33 T2053, 252c 11-12, 277a 1-2. 
34 T 2053, 261a 26-262a. Cf. P C. Bagchi, 
india and China (2nd ed., Bombay, 1950), 
pp.80-5; Li Yung-hsi, The Life of Hiuan­
tsang (Peking, 1959), pp.234-40. 
35 Cf. P Demieville, "A propos du concile 
de Vaisali," TP40 (1951): 245-7, n.1; Tang 
Yung-t'ung, Han Wei liang-Chin nan-pei­
ch 'ao fo-chiao shih, pA05. 
36 Cf. Haneda Toru � IE T, "Kanyaku no 
butten ni tsuite" iii. f.¥ CD m!.!t! Ie::. ":) �) -C, 
Geibun �� 2.2 (ge) (1911); reprinted in 
his Ronbunshu, vol.2 (Kyoto, 1958), pp.348--
57. The first to advance this theory seems to 
have been Tsan-ning. $ in his Sung kao­
seng chuan, composed from 982 to 988, cf. 
T2061, 723c (Haneda refers to this passage 
which was translated by Sylvain Levi, BEFEO 
4 (1904): 562-3). Tsan-ning uses the term 
chung-i£�, 're-translation', to indicate a 
Chinese translation which, via one or more 
Central Asian versions, goes back to an 
Indian original. It must be remarked that, 
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yang and Yeh, is said to have contained 10,000 bundles. 3! Although this 
number is probably greatly exaggerated, there is no ground for doubting 
other references to several hundred texts or bundles.32 The interest in 
Buddhist manuscripts was certainly considerable at that period. This is 
obvious from the fact that a Chinese military expedition to Lin-i ** S, in 
present-day Vietnam, did not hesitate to bring back, as spoils of war, 564 
bundles of Buddhist texts. In the next century, the seventh, Hsuan-tsang 
brought back from India 657 texts in 520 bundles, of which he himself 
translated 74.3 3  However, while he was crossing the Indus, he lost a number 
of manuscripts. In 654, in reply to a letter from two Indian monks from the 
Mahabodhi monastery in Bodhgaya, Hsuan-tsang sent a list of the missing 
texts with a request that they should send them to him.34 From what we can 
learn from Chinese sources, it seems evident that manuscripts did not arrive 
in great numbers from India before the sixth and seventh centuries. This can 
probably be explained by the existence in India at that time of great 
monasteries which were famous centres of learning, such as, for instance, 
Nalanda. 
Chinese sources also make frequent references to the amazing memory 
of Indian monks who could recite by heart quite voluminous texts. To 
mention only a few examples: In 383 Sarpghadeva, a monk from Kashmir, 
translated from memory a text which, in the Chinese version, contained more 
than 380,000 characters. Prodigious though his memOlY was, it appears that 
he had forgotten a chapter. It was later added from recitation by another 
monk from Kashmir. In 407 two Indian monks wrote down a text which they 
knew by heart. It took them a full year, but it was not until six years later, 
in 414, that they had learned Chinese well enough to be able to translate the 
text into Chinese. We know of at least one instance in which the Chinese 
decided to put the memOlY of an Indian monk to the test. This was in 410 
when Buddhayasas was invited to learn by heart, in three days, forty pages 
of prescriptions and census registers. He was able to recite them without 
making any mistakes in the weight of a drug or a census figure. After having 
been tried in this way Buddhayasas orally translated a text, which in Chinese 
ran to more than 630,000 characters.3 5 
The Buddhist texts which arrived in China, whether in the form of 
manuscripts or by oral transmission, had to be translated into Chinese in 
order to become accessible to the Chinese. This is not as obvious as it seems 
to be at first. In the history of religions there are many examples of sacred 
scriptures which, in other countries, continued to be studied in their original 
language. Sometimes they are recited without being understood, as is the 
case, for instance, with the Sanskrit texts which are recited in Bali. With regard 
to Buddhism, it is sufficient to point out that in Ceylon and in South-east Asia 
the Buddhist scriptures are studied in the first place in Pali, a Middle-Indian 
language. Probably in Central Asia too the Buddhist scriptures were studied 
for centuries in their original languages. However, China did not have such 
close cultural contacts with India as did Central Asia. Moreover, the structure 
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of the Chinese language is fundamentally different from that of Sanskrit, a 
highly developed analytical Indo-European language. For the Central Asian 
speakers of Indo-European languages it was, of course, much easier than it 
was for the Chinese to study the Buddhist texts from India in their original 
languages. 
In the past it was assumed that the Buddhist texts from India were all 
written in Sanskrit. Study of the Chinese translations, especially of the tran­
scription of Indian names, and the linguistic analysis of Indian Buddhist texts 
have shown that, in India, Buddhist texts were also composed in Middle­
Indian languages and in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit. The discovery at the 
beginning of this century of Buddhist texts in non-Indian languages has led 
to the supposition that Chinese Buddhist texts were sometimes even 
translated from Central Asian languages.36 This has recently been affirmed 
again by van Gulik in his book on Siddham.37 However, to my knowledge, 
it has not been proved that any specific Chinese text must necessarily have 
been translated from a text in a Central Asian language. Although many 
manuscripts containing Buddhist texts in different languages have been 
discovered in Central Asia, none of them is older than 500 AD. In the opinion 
of specialists in these languages, the Tokharian manuscripts date from 500 
to 700, the Khotanese documents from the seventh to the tenth centuries, and 
the Sogdian manuscripts mostly from the ninth and tenth centuries.38 The 
Buddhist manuscripts of an earlier period that have been found in Central 
Asia are written in Sanskrit or other Indian languages. After 500 AD, as we 
have seen, great numbers of manuscripts came from India to China. It is, of 
course, possible that an orally transmitted Buddhist literature in Central Asian 
languages existed already before 500 AD, and that one or more Chinese texts 
go back to a Central Asian original. The available evidence is not sufficient 
to warrant such a conclusion.39 
The work of translating Buddhist texts into Chinese was first undertaken 
in the middle of the second century and continued to the rpiddle of the 
eleventh century. Thereafter only very few texts were translated. The task 
confronting the translators was extremely difficult. The texts which arrived 
/since Tao-an, the term chung-i is regularly 
used in ca ta logues to indicate d ifferent 
translations of the same text. Japanese scholars 
use the term chung-i Cjuyaku) in the sense in 
which it was first used by Tsan-ning. Tsan­
ning (loc. cit.) gives the following examples 
of Central Asian words: Sanskrit upadhyaya� 
Kashgar hu-she 1t� Ifd: , Khotan ho-shang 
:fIl ft;J ;  Kubera � hu Ciij (Central Asia) 
VaisramaDa. M uch has been wri tten on ho­
shang; cf. Paul Pelliot, Notes on Marco Polo, 
voll , (Paris, 1959), pp.21 l-1 4. H. W. Bailey 
interprets it as 'vaia, from north-wes tern 
Prakrit ' vajaya (B50AS 13 (1949) 133). 
However, it has not been found in Khotanese 
/texts. It is, of course, very possible that the 
Prakrit form reached China via Khotan without 
having been used in Khotanese. This would 
explain why it was considered to be a 
Khotanese word by Chinese scholars of later 
date, such as HsOan-ying and Tsan-ning, who 
knew the correct Sanskrit form but were 
unable to relate to it the Prakrit form under­
lying ho-shang. Pelliot ( loc. cit.) admits the 
possibility tha t hu-she really represents a 
Kashgarian word. Nothing is known about the 
language of Kashgar apart from the fact that 
almost certainly it was an Iranian language 
( H. W. Bailey, B50A513 [1950]: 651) . The fact 
that Tsan-ning believes that Vaisramana is 
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Ithe Centra l  Asian word for Kubera (which 
he transcribes as chii-yun-lotfiJ � m. !) does 
not inspire much confidence in his know­
ledge and j udgment. The association of 
Vaisrammia with the north and hence with 
Centra l Asia and especially with Khotan 
(see H6b6girin [Tokyo-Paris, 1929-19371 , 
p.79) probably accounts for Tsan-ning's 
s tatement. 
37 R. H. van Gulik (5iddham [Nagpur, 19561, 
p. 47) refers to an article by Wogihara Unra i 
@( mt � ,* ,  "Kanyaku butten no gengo 0 
ronzu"?l � Mil !1!1: OJ mt � � rai l' (Mu­
jint6 1!!€� Ji  10 [ 19091, reprinted in 
Wogihara Unrai bunshu @( JJli: � '* �� 
[Tokyo, 19351, pp.767-809) ' However, Wogi­
lura does not examine Chinese translations 
of texts wri tten in Central Asian languages, 
but of texts wri tten in Indian languages 
other than Sanskri t. Only inCidentally does 
he refer to translations from Central Asian 
languages; cf. Bunshu, pp. 769, S07-S. 
38 For Tokharian see W. K rause, Tocharisch 
(Handbuch der Orientalistik)(Leiden, 1955), 
p.4; for Khotanese, H. W Bailey in Jranistik 
(Handbuch derOrientalislik)(Leiden, 1955), 
p.l 31; and for Sogdian, W. B .  Henning, in 
ibid , p.55. 
39 It is wel l  known that the Hsien-yu-ching 
�.�f� (T202) is based upon tales told in  
the hu language in  Khotan shortly before 
445. M uch has been written upon this text; 
cf. ] .  Takakusu, "Tales of the wise man and 
the fool, in Tibetan and Chinese, "  fRA5 
(1901), pp.447-60; "A comparative s tudy of 
the Tripiraka and the Tibetan DsaIi lun. The 
wise man and the fool, " Actes du XIIe 
Congres des Orientalistes, vol.2 ( 1902) , 
pp. 11-32; P Pelliot, BEFEO 2 ( 1902): 299, 
ibid., 1 1 (911): 466, "Autour d 'une traduction 
sanscri te du Tao-ta-king," TP 13 0 912} 
355-6; "Notes it propos d 'un cata logue d u  
KanJur, "  fA 0 914, vol. 2} 139; "La version 
ouigoure de I'histoire des princes Kalyinarp­
kara et Papaf!1kara, "  TP 15 0 91 4} 226--7; 
"Neuf notes s ur des q ues tions d 'Asie 
centrale," TP26 ( 929), pp. 256-63; B .  Laufer, 
"Loan words in Tibetan," TP 17 0 916} 415-
22; F. W. K. MOller, "Uigurica, III," Abh. Ak. 
d. Wiss., Berlin, 1922; Sylvain Levi, "Le SLl tra 
du Sage et du Fou dans la litterature de l'Asie 
centrale," fA ( 1925, vol.2) 305-22; H. W. 
Bailey, "Kaiicanasara, "  B. C. Law Volume, 
vol. 2 (Poona, 1946), pp.11-13; W. Baruch, 
"Le cinquante-deuxieme chapitre du mfans­
blun," fA (1955) 339-66; Tsumaki Naoyoshi 
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/�*@N., "Tonka sekishitsu goshu butten 
no kaisetsu"�;I3l;o�lifl-Ml!it!Q)m� , 
Ti5yi5 gakuhO l .3 ( 1911) 350-65; Matsumoto 
Bunzaburo;fit*:>c:::::� , 'Tonko-bonDai­
ungyo to Kengukyo �;I3l*;k�*�c J,t 
.'�H� , II," Geibun 3, pt.l ( jo) ( 1912) : 542-
56; Fukui RikichiroiJi/B 11' :f!J "*.Jl(� , "Todaiji­
bon Kengukyo" *;k�*Jf,�� , ibid , 
pt.2 (ge) ( 1912): 463--83, 546-73; Hikata 
Ryusho T i� ft iji¥. ,  Honji5 kyi5rui no 
shisi5shi-teki kenkJllI *�*�!f@i Q) ,1[3,:f!t.lt 
.lttf:JliJf� (Tokyo, 1954), pp.129-30, sup­
plementary volume ( fuhen milD pp. 67-
71; T akahas hi Mori tak a  r.u m�� , 
"Kengukyo tansaki" Jt,� *�j?f11!Hc , Nihon 
Ch ibetto gakkai kaihi5 B *E!i��Wir 
/.l* 9 (962): 1-2; "Kengukyo to Zanrun" 
J,t ,� *� C -If /' • )l/ /' ,  TohOgaku * 
11.$ 26 ( 1963): 47-55 Matsumoto is the 
only scholar who has tried to prove that the 
Chinese text was translated fro m the 
Khotanese by pointing out t ranscriptions 
which cannot have been derived from 
Sanskrit originals. However, he did not at all 
take into account the possibility that the 
original was not in Sanskrit but in Prakrit . 
In reconstructing the original forms of 
Kalyanarpkara and Papal1lkara ('KalyaI)­
I)agari; ' Pa bagari or ' Pa vagari) Pelliot 
expressly states that these forms belong to 
a north-western Prakrit ( TP 15: 227). It must 
be left to specialists of Kho tanese to come 
to a final conclusion on this matter. It is 
much to be desired that other Chinese texts 
also, which are known to have been trans­
lated from tex ts of Cen tral Asian origin, will 
be studied by specialists in Central Asian 
languages. Only a careful and systematic 
study of the t ranscription used in these 
Chinese translations can prove their deriv­
ation from Central Asian originals. References 
in Chinese sources alone are not conclusive. 
40 Cf. Tokiwa Daijo 1ir�;k�, Go-Kan 
yori Si5-Sei ni itaru yakkyi5 si5roku 1&. i1Ii. 
� 1) * j1!!f I[ liJ ::' � *� �.i!k ( Tokyo ,  
1938), pp.l 59-Bl; Hayashiya Tomojirofit J¥. 
bl *� , Kyi5roku kenkyu *�i!ldilf� 
(Tokyo, 1941), pp.381-428. 
41 Cf. Tokiwa, Go-Kan yon Si5-Sei ni itaru 
yakkyo si5roku , "Yakkyosu taishohyo" � �� 
tic � J\\t � ,  pp.I-4; H ayashiya Tomojiro, 
fyaku kyi5rui no kenkya � � *� !f@i Q) liIf 
JE (Tokyo, 1945), pp.I-2 of the English 
resume; "Ta-tsang sheng-chiao fa-pao piao­
mu" ;k � � � #3: � � § , ShOwa Hi5bi5 
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in China belonged to different Buddhist schools. They were composed not 
only in Sanskrit but also in other Indian languages, languages greatly differing 
in structure from Chinese. Last, but not least, the Buddhist concepts were 
foreign to the Chinese mind. Nevertheless, the difficulties were overcome, 
although not always with complete success . 
The number of translations increased rapidly, as appears from a catalogue 
of Chinese Buddhist texts compiled in 374 by the famous monk, Tao-an 
m :tc . This catalogue has not been preserved, but has been reconstructed 
from a catalogue published in the beginning of the sixth century. 40 Tao-an's 
catalogue contained 611 texts, of which 561 were translations, the fifty others 
being apocryphal texts and commentaries. Tao-an carefully arranged these 
561 translations under five heads. One: translations, where the author was 
known, listed in chronological order; two: translations of which the author 
was unknown; three: variant versions produced in Kansu; four: variant 
versions produced in Ch'ang-an; five: variant versions in archaic style. Tao­
an's catalogue did not extend beyond the beginning of the fourth century and 
comprised a period of only little more than a century and a half. He lived in 
a time of war, when communications between the different parts of China 
were difficult. Therefore the number of existing translations must certainly 
have been greater than the 561 mentioned by Tao-an in his catalogue.  After 
Tao-an, the volume of translations increased enormously 41 It is difficult to 
know from the later catalogues how many translations were actually made, 
because these include a great number of lost translations of doubtful authen­
ticity; the number must have been in the thousands. The most recent edition 
of the Chinese Buddhist Canon, the so-called Taish6 edition, published from 
1924 to 1934, contains about 1,700 translations 42 This certainly represents only 
a part of all the translations which have been made in China. In the passage 
of centuries many texts have been lost and many manuscripts have yet to be 
published. 
How were these texts translated into Chinese' There were no Sanskrit 
Chinese dictionaries and no grammars. It is not until after 600 that manuals 
began to be compiled for students.43 Even if we find a dictionary mentioned 
somewhere, it bears little resemblance to dictionaries as we know them. For 
instance, in 1035 there is a record of a dictionary of Indian words being 
presented to the Emperor, but this work does not contain anything more than 
an explanation of Indian sounds and syllables and their mystic meaning H In 
/ si5moku roku ll?3;fO#3:1l:�. § i!k ,  voU 
(Tokyo, 1929), pp. 773b-4b. According to this 
catalogue, from 67 to 1306, 194 translators 
translated 1,440 texts in 5,586 chapters. Ono 
Gemmyo /j\ !f  '!Z M> enumerates altogether 
202 trans-lators in chronological order; cf 
Bussho kaisetsu daijiten-Ml iJ m � ;k  � !it!, 
vo1 . 12 (Tokyo, 1936), pp.I-188. For the 
translators see also Nanjio Bunyiu, A catalogue 
/ of the Chinese translation of the Buddhist 
Tnpilaka(Oxford, 1883), Appendix 2, pp.381-
458; P. C. Bagchi, Le Canon bouddhique en 
Cbine, vols .l-2 (Paris, 1927-1938), india and 
China ( 2nd ed , Bombay, 1950), pp.203--20; 
Hob6girin,jasciculeannexe. Tables du TaishO 
fssaikyo (Tokyo, 1931), pp. 127-52; P Demie­
ville, "Le bouddhisme, les sources chinoises," 
sections 2067-2100. 
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the early period of Chinese Buddhism, as we have mentioned already, the 
Chinese did not go to India and Indians did not come to China. It was mainly 
men from Central Asia who were responsible for the introduction of 
Buddhism and for the translations of Indian texts. Living in Central Asia, in 
countries which were subjected to the influence of Chinese culture, or having 
settled in the Western Regions of China, they knew enough Chinese to be 
able to translate Indian texts into Chinese. 
Translators did not work alone. With very few exceptions, all translations 
were the result of team-work. Chinese sources provide a great deal of inform­
ation about the way in which these teams functioned, and these sources have 
been carefully studied by scholars, mainly Chinese and Japanese.45 Most 
useful is an article published four years ago by Tso Sze-bong, bringing 
together information on translation techniques which can be found in such 
Chinese works as catalogues of Chinese translations, biographical works, and 
prefaces to translations.46 It appears from these sources that already in the 
early period several persons were engaged in the making of a single 
translation. One man would hold the Indian text in his hand and read it, or 
recite it from memory; he was called the main translator, and in many cases 
only his name has been attached to the translation. A second person was 
charged with the translation from Sanskrit into Chinese. A third person, 
finally, wrote it down or 'received it with the pen' as the phrase goes in 
Chinese. The work of translating took place in public. The chief translator not 
only recited the text but also explained it. His explanations were written 
down by his disciples, who later compiled commentaries to the text. 
Sometimes many hundreds or thousands of people were present at these 
translation centres. Questions would be asked about difficult problems, and 
the answers of the chief translator were written down. These notes were later 
consulted for the verification of the translation. It does not seem likely that 
at these gatherings many people were able to ask questions about the 
meaning of the text, as Tso Sze-bong seems to imply.47 For most of them the 
recitation and explanation of the Indian text by a famous translator must have 
been a sacred ceremony which they attended with religious devotion. Once 
the translation was written down, it was again revised and the style polished. 
Sometimes the meaning of the original was changed during this process. A 
famous example of stylistic improvement is to be found in the biography of 
the Chinese monk, Seng-jui {j '4lJ. , a pupil of the famous translator, KumarajIva 
(active about 400 AD) . When KumarajIva was translating the famous Lotus 
Sutra, he apparently consulted at the same time an older translation made by 
Dharmaraksa. When they arrived at a passage where Dharmaraksa had 
translated: "The Gods see the men and the men see the Gods," KumarajIva 
remarked that the translation was correct but the wording too coarse. Then 
Seng-jui proposed a translation: "The men and the Gods are in mutual relation 
and see each other." KumarajIva gladly accepted this suggestion 48 
It is obvious that these translations could not have been made without 
material support. To begin with this was given by lay followers, but soon, 
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42 The first 32 volumes of this edition contain 
1,692 translations; cf. Demieville "Le boud­
dhisme, les sources chinoises," section 2046. 
Hayashiya Uyaku ky8rui no kenkyii., p . 1  of 
the English resume) men tions 1,711 trans­
lations without explaining how he arrives at 
this number. 
43 Cf. P. C. Bagchi, Deux Lexiques sanskrit­
chinois, vols.1-2 (Paris, 1929-1937); van 
Gulik, Siddham, pp. 31-5. 
44 Mochizuki Shinko �A f� 7' ,  "Tenjiku 
jigen" :R.. � *iJJli: , Bukky8 daijiten -fiJUk 
:kit!!!! , vol4 (Tokyo, 1936), pp.3809a­
lOa; van Gulik, Siddham, pp.91-6;.Jan Ylin­
hua, " Buddhist relations between Indian 
and Sung China," HistolY of Religions, vo!.6 
( 1966), p . 158. 
45 Cf. Walter Fuchs, "Zur technischen Organ­
isation der Obersetzungen buddhistischer 
Schriften ins Chinesische," Asia Major 6 
(930): 84-103; Liang Ch'i-chao, Fo-hsiieh 
yen-chiu shih-pa p'ien, (cf. n.14), nO. 10: 
"Fo-tien chih fan-i " 1!I1l!!!!zJm�; Ocho 
Enichi tIi � �  8, Chiigoku bukky8 no 
kenkyii. t:p � 1!I1l � 0) m:JE (Kyoto, 1958), 
pp.219-55, "Kumarajli no honyaku" fI...� �� 
1+ 0) � � ,  Otani Daigaku gakuh8 :k :f;i:  
:k� /.{ ¥!t ,  374 (1958): 1-25; Kenneth 
Ch'en, "Some problems in the translation of 
the Chinese Buddhist Canon," Tsing-hua 
JournaL of Chinese Studies, n.s. 2.1 (960): 
178-86; T'ang Yung-t'ung, Han Wei liang­
Chin nan-pei-ch 'ao fo-chiao shih, pp402-
14 ; ZLircher, The Buddhist conquest of China, 
passim; Demieville, "Le Bouddhisme, les 
sources chinoises," sections 2067-9. 
46 Tso Sze-bong .. f± n ,  "Lun Chung-kuo 
fo-chiao i-ch'ang chih i -ching fang-shih yLi 
ch'eng-hsLi" �� t:p � f!l\l � ��z.�*Jl!: 
:1.J J:t �iH¥ r¥, Hsin Ya hsueh-pao, vo! . 5  
(Hong kong, 1963), pp.239-321. 
47 Ibid., p . 252; but see p . 292 
48 Cf. T 20 59 , 364 b 2-6 ;  J Nobe l, 
"KumarajIva, " SBPA W(1927), p . 232; Arthur 
F. Wright, " Seng-jui alias Hui-jui, "  LiebenthaL 
Festschrift ( Santiniketan, 1957), p .276; 
Kenneth Ch'en, TSing-huaJournaL of Chinese 
Studies, n .s. 2.1 ( 1960): 180; Tso Sze-bong, 
"Lun Chung-kuo fo-chiao i -ch'ang chih i­
ching fang-shih yii ch'eng-hsLi , "  p .291; K .  K.  
S .  Ch'en, Buddhism in China ( Princeton, 
1964), p . 368, n.2; Richard H .  Robinson, 
EarLy Madhyamika in India and China 
(Madison, 1967), p . 80 .  
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49 T 2053, 253c 19-254a 6; Tso Sze-bong, 
"Lun Chung-kuo fo-chiao i-ch'ang chih i­
ch ing fang-shih yu ch'eng-hsu , "  pp. 257-8. 
50 T 2053, 253c 1-8. 
51 Cf. Robinson's examination of Kumara­
jiva's translation of the first sixteen stanzas 
of the Chung-lun (T 1564, 1-3), Early 
Mddhyamika in India and China, pp.83-8; 
Hayashiya Tomojiro's study of An Shih­
kao' s terminology, "Anseiko-yaku no Zoagon 
to Zoichiagon" � tit � � CD ¥it JliiJ % C: 
� � JliiJ % ,  Bukkyo kenk}'L1 #II � liJf J'i: 
12 ( 1937) 11-50, esp. 16-20, 29-32. 
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especially in the north where non-Chinese dynasties reigned, official patronage 
was extended to the work of translating. After the re-unification of China in 589, 
Buddhism received great support from the emperors. They also vigorously 
promoted the work of translating. Official supervisors were appointed to assist 
the translation centres. At the same time there was also an important change 
in the methods of translating. It now became entirely the work of specialists, 
each of whom was made responsible for a particular aspect of the work. Hsuan­
tsang, who translated many texts, was assisted by a team of twenty-three 
speCialists, as well as by a number of scribes.49 He was one of the velY few 
Chinese who had learnt Sanskrit exceptionally well, and was able to translate 
texts without the help of foreigners. Hsllan-tsang did not want to be bothered 
by intruders during his work. He therefore requested the Emperor to allow him 
to go to a quiet place away from noisy towns and villages, but the Emperor 
wanted to keep him in the capital, and built a special monastelY for him 50 
A study of the methods of translation can only indirectly throw light on 
the quality of the translations. In this respect much work remains to be done 
by scholars. Only very few Chinese translations have been critically compared 
with their Indian originals or with other translations from Indian languages; 
in particular, those in Tibetan. With very few exceptions, no systematic study 
has been undertaken of the terminology used by each translator, although 
this would be of great importance in helping to evaluate the translations and 
decide their attribution, which is often doubtfuJ. 51 It is at present only 
possible to make a few general observations. In the beginning, the translators 
tried to use existing Chinese philosophical and religious terminology, 
especially Taoist terminology, in order to convey Buddhist concepts. Only 
gradually was a specific Chinese terminology for Buddhist concepts worked 
out. At the time of KumarajIva, special attention began to be paid to the style 
of the translation, and many of them from that period are very readable, 
though they do not always strictly adhere to the letter of the original, as we 
have seen in the passage from the Lotus Sutra quoted earlier. The translations 
of Hsiian-tsang are probably the most accurate ever made in China, but 
Chinese Buddhists have usually preferred KumarajIva's translations for the 
excellent Chinese in which they were written. 
The Chinese translations vary greatly in quality. It is not always easy to 
understand their meaning, and in many cases it is clear that the translation 
only very imperfectly represents the original. Nevertheless, the value of these 
translations is considerable. Of the immense Buddhist literature which once 
existed in India, only a small part has been preserved in its original form. If 
one wants to study Buddhist literature, it is absolutely necessalY to consult 
the translations. Only in two languages, Tibetan and Chinese, does there exist 
a great number of Buddhist texts translated from Indian originals. The 
Chinese Buddhist Canon contains many texts which were not translated into 
Tibetan. Although the Chinese translations are never as literal and precise as 
the Tibetan ones, for which a uniform terminology was soon created, the 
former possess nevertheless one important advantage over the latter. Chinese 
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translations, almost all of them, date from the second to the eleventh 
centuries, while in Tibet the task of translating did not begin before the eighth 
century. Apart from their intrinsic value for the histOlY of Buddhism in China, 
the Chinese translations therefore are also of great importance for the study 
of Indian Buddhism, particularly for the period before the eighth century. By 
studying them it is possible to learn of the existence of many Indian texts, of 
which no original has been preserved. The date of translation gives us the 
terminus ante quem of their composition. Finally, the contents and the form 
of the lost Indian originals, though not, of course, the exact wording, can be 
reconstructed from the Chinese versions. In the course of centuries many 
Indian Buddhist texts were gradually added to, and this process of expansion 
can in several cases be studied by means of successive Chinese translations. 
For these reasons, no student of Buddhism, even if he is interested only in 
Indian Buddhism, can neglect the enormous corpus of Chinese translations. 
In India, by far the greater part of the texts which existed only in manu­
script form were lost. Although after the middle of the eleventh century 
Buddhism declined in China, this did not happen there. Already at the end 
of the sixth century Chinese monks were anxious lest the Buddhist doctrine 
might disappear, for they had learned from Indian texts that three periods in 
the history of the Buddhist doctrine could be expected: the first, the period 
of the true doctrine, the Saddharma; the second, the period of the counterfeit 
doctrine; and the third, the period of the end of the doctrine, in Chinese mo­
Ja* 71 52 Texts relating to this theory were translated in the sixth century, 
but greater poignancy was given to their fears that the final period of the 
doctrine now confronted them by the fact that in 574 the faith was suffering 
persecution in Northern Chou, one of the kingdoms ruling in northern 
China 53 Although this persecution continued for only a few years, it seems 
to have made a deep impression. In order to ensure the preservation of the 
texts of the scriptures for the future, when, after the disappearance of the 
doctrine, Buddhism would again revive, it was decided to engrave them on 
stone. At the end of the sixth century, in a number of different parts of China, 
this task was begun. The most important of these undertakings was due to 
a monk named Ching-wan J!W� , who, early in the seventh century, 
conceived the idea of engraving the entire Buddhist Canon. He pursued this 
work until his death in 639, after which it was continued by five generations 
of his disciples. Only then was the work interrupted. However, in the 
eleventh century it was taken up again, and many new texts were added to 
those already engraved. This Mountain of the Stone Sutras, as it is called in 
Chinese, is famous. Situated forty miles south-west of Peking, it was 
thoroughly studied by a group of Japanese scholars in 1934 54 Even here, 
though, where a larger number of texts was engraved than anywhere else in 
China, still only a part of the entire Buddhist Canon is preserved. 
It is a fortunate circumstance that the Buddhists did not have to rely on 
texts engraved in stone for the transmission of their Canon. With the growth 
of printing, a technique which the Buddhists had made a substantial con-
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tribution to develop, an entirely new situation arose. The Buddhists were 
among the first to use the new technique on a large scale. The oldest 
preserved book is indeed a Buddhist text printed in 868. 55 According to a very 
recent report, an even older book has been found in a Korean pagoda, and 
this is said to have been printed between 704 and 751. No scholarly 
confirmation has yet been published concerning this find 56 The Buddhists 
did not hesitate to print even the entire Buddhist Canon, despite its massive 
size. From 971 to 983 this collection of texts was printed in southwestern 
China in an edition that contained no less than 5,048 chapters. The wooden 
blocks used for this edition numbered more than 130,000. This first edition 
of the Buddhist Canon, of which only a few fragments have been preserved, 
was followed by many other editions in China, Korea, and Japan. Of most 
of the older editions very little remains. Of great importance therefore was 
the discovery in 1931 of an almost complete set of the so-called Chi-sha 
edition printed in the thirteenth century in Su-chou 57 A photolithographic 
facsimile of this edition was printed in Shanghai in an edition limited to 500 
copies, of which very few were distributed outside China. A copy, however, 
is in the oriental collection of the Menzies Library. Mention must be made also 
of the Korean xylographic printing of the thirteenth century, for the only 
ancient edition of which the original blocks have been preserved s8 At the 
present time this edition of the Canon is being reprinted from the original 
blocks, and the National Library of Australia is acquiring a copy of this 
beautiful work as the volumes appear. 
Chinese Buddhism is the product of the meeting of the cultures of India 
and China. The interrelation of these two great cultures constitutes one of the 
most fascinating chapters in the histolY of mankind. Without the untiring 
efforts of so many Buddhist believers in India, Central Asia, and China, it 
would not have been possible to bring the word of the Buddha to China, to 
translate it into Chinese, and to spread it by writing and printing. We are 
deeply conscious of our debt to these men who were prompted by no other 
motive than the desire to spread the doctrine of the Buddha. 
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